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In fluidized beds and pneumatic conveyors triboelectric charging is generally an
undesirable phenomenon, as it causes agglomeration of charged particles on the
walls. At worst, agglomeration of the particles and other side-effects of triboelectric
charging can reduce the performance of a fluidized bed or a conveyor significantly.
In the thesis, a triboelectric charging model built onto a CFD-DEM (Computational
Fluid Dynamics-Discrete Element Method) model is utilized for simulating a small
fluidized bed of monodisperse particles. In the model, charge transfer is governed by
the effective work function difference between the particles and the wall.
The simulation results are compared to experimental results measured in relative
humidities ranging from 0 % to 60 %. It is found that the simulations capture
qualitatively the most appreciable side-effect of triboelectric charging, as a layer of
strongly charged particles is adhered to the wall. However, this phenomenon is not
as pronounced as in the experiments, where multiple layers of particles agglomerate
on the wall.
This discrepancy between the simulations and the experiments reflects to other
aspects as well: for example the pressure drop over a simulated bed shows almost
no change during the fluidization, while in the experiments a significant decrease in
pressure drop is observed due to particle agglomeration. For more realistic results,
the agglomeration of the particles should be better captured by the computational
model.
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Kitkavarautuminen leijupedeissä ja pneumaattisissa kuljettimissa aiheuttaa muun
muassa partikkeleiden tarttumista ja kasaantumista seinämille. Tämä yhdessä mui-
den lieveilmiöiden kanssa voi pahimmassa tapauksessa huonontaa leijupedin tai kul-
jettimen toimintaa merkittävästi.
Tässä työssä simuloidaan pienikokoista leijupetiä käyttäen CFD-DEM (engl. Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics-Discrete Element Method) mallin oheen rakennettua
vaurautumismallia. Mallissa varauksen siirtymistä hallitsee niin kutsuttu efektiivi-
nen työfunktioero leijutettujen partikkeleiden ja seinämän välillä.
Simulaatiotuloksia verrataan kokeellisesta leijupedistä saaatuihin tuloksiin, jotka on
mitattu 0-60 %:n suhteellisessa kosteudessa. Samaan tapaan kuin kokeellisessa lei-
jupedissä, simuloidussa pedissä seinämälle kertyy voimakkaasti varautuneista par-
tikkeleista muodostuva kerros. Ilmiön voimakkuus ei kuitenkaa vastaa kokeellisesta
pedistä tehtyjä havaintoja; käytännössä seinämälle kasautuu useita kerroksia par-
tikkeleita.
Tämä ero simulaatioiden ja kokeellisten tulosten välillä heijastuu myös muihin ver-
tailtaviin osa-alueisiin: esimerkiksi painehäviö simuloidussa pedissä ei juuri muutu
leijutuksen aikana, vaikka kokeellisessa pedissä painehäviö pienenee merkittävästi
partikkeleiden kasautumisen seurauksena. Realistisempien tulosten saavuttamiseksi
laskentamallin täytyisi kuvata paremmin partikkeleiden kasautuminen seinämille.
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11. INTRODUCTION
When two different materials are brought into contact, a net charge transfer may oc-
cur when the surfaces are separated again. This phenomenon is known as “contact
electrification”. If friction is involved, the phenomenon is known as “triboelectric
charging” or simply “tribocharging” [1]. In this work, charge transfer between con-
tacting surfaces is referred as triboelectric charging even if no friction is involved.
Triboelectric charging is a commonly known phenomenon, but the exact nature
of the charge transferred in a contact of two insulating materials is rather poorly
understood. Still, applications utilizing triboelectric charging has been developed
for example in electrostatic powder coating, waste separation and even in energy
production through triboelectric nanogenerators [2]. [3–5].
On the other hand, in fluidized beds and pneumatic conveyors triboelectricity tends
to be problematic: electrostatic forces cause triboelectrically charged particles to
agglomerate on the walls, lowering the performance of the device. Despite agglom-
eration, electrostatic forces influence the bubble size and shape and particle mixing
rate in gas-solid fluidized beds. [1, 6–8].
The aim of this study is to investigate if a relatively simple triboelectric charging
model based on the concept of the effective work function difference can correctly
predict the behaviour of a small fluidized bed of monodisperse polyethylene particles.
The computational model is not restricted to fluidized beds only, but could be used
to simulate any type of gas-particle flow.
It is commonly known that electrostatic effects diminish in humid conditions. On
the other hand, humid air probably serves as a source of charge through introducing
ions on the surfaces [3]. The experiments in this work are conducted in different
relative humidities to study the effect of humidity to the tribolectric charging in the
bed.
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The rest of this text is divided to the theoretical background, the experimental
setup, the simulation setup and finally the results and discussion. The theoretical
background is divided into two chapters: a chapter describing the theory of fluid
dynamics and particles and a chapter discussing the effects of electrostatics and
triboelectric charging.
32. FLUID DYNAMICS AND PARTICLES
In this chapter, the constitutive equations of fluid dynamics are discussed before
proceeding into the interaction of fluid and particles. To keep it short, the dis-
cretization procedures required for actual implementation of the model are only
briefly discussed. The interaction between fluid and particles is considered last.
2.1 Fluid dynamics
Fluid dynamics is a subdiscipline of fluid mechanics, namely the study of fluids in
motion [9]. Fluid mechanics in turn can be classified as a branch of continuum
mechanics, which means that the fluid is modeled as a continuous mass rather than
as individual particles [10]. In this chapter, the principles of fluid dynamics are
studied through examining the most basic equations related to fluid motion. The
equations are considered in the context of the finite volume method (FVM), which
is the preferred method in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [11].
2.1.1 Constitutive equations
In general, the equations describing a fluid flow are a collection of conservation
equations justified by physical principles. The most important equations dealing
with fluid flow are the conservation of mass, momentum and energy [11]. In this
section, only the conservation of mass and the momentum are considered, as they
are the most relevant ones in this work.
Conservation of mass
Consider an arbitrary, stationary control volume containing any fluid. In normal
conditions, no mass is being created nor destroyed in the control volume, hence the
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Figure 2.1 A stationary control volume V enclosed by surface S.
mass in the control volume can only change due to a flow through the boundary.
Mathematically this can be expressed as
d
dt
∫
V
ρ dV = −
∫
S
ρ(u · n) dS, (2.1)
where ρ and u are the density and the velocity of the fluid at a given point and n
is the unit normal pointing outwards at the boundary. Both the density and the
velocity are functions of position and time, although it is not explicitly expressed in
the equation. [11]
The left hand side of Equation 2.1 represents the instantaneous change of mass
in the control volume. On the right hand side, the dot product (u · n) can be
recognized as the velocity component directed outwards from the control volume.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Multiplying the outwards pointing velocity with
mass density at given point, one obtains the mass outflow per surface area at that
point. Integrating the flow rate per area over the control surface S results in the
net mass flow rate out of the control volume. [11]
As the control volume is stationary, the volume over which the density is integrated
is constant. In such a situation, the Reynolds transport theorem allows one [12] to
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modify the right side of Equation 2.1 so that
d
dt
∫
V
ρ dV =
∫
V
∂ρ
∂t
dV . (2.2)
This is self-evident when Equation 2.2 is verbalized: the change of the total mass in
a static control volume equals the total change of mass inside the volume.
Substituting Equation 2.2 into Equation 2.1 and utilising the divergence theorem,
the continuity equation becomes∫
V
[
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu)
]
dV = 0. (2.3)
For this to be true to for any arbitrary sized control volume, the integrand must be
zero. This leads to the differential form of the continuity equation:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0. (2.4)
For incompressible fluids the density is constant, so the continuity equation simplifies
to
∇ · v = 0. (2.5)
One consequence of Equation 2.5 is that if at any point the speed of the flow is
decreasing in any direction, the speed must increase in some other direction. Oth-
erwise, mass would accumulate on the point, increasing the density. [11]
Conservation of linear momentum
The change of linear momentum inside a control volume V originates either from
momentum exchange over the boundary or from external forces affecting on the
volume. Combining these two effects and utilising the Reynolds transport theorem,
one obtains
d
dt
∫
V
ρu dV =
∫
V
f dV −
∫
S
ρu(v · n) dS, (2.6)
where f is force per unit volume affecting on the control volume. [11]
The product (ρu) in Equation 2.6 can be recognized as the momentum per unit
volume, hence the integral on the left hand side represents the instantaneous change
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of the linear momentum inside the control volume. On the right hand side, the
surface integral over boundary S gives the momentum flow rate over the boundary.
All the integrals result in a vector; the linear momentum is conserved separately in
every coordinate direction.
The surface integral in Equation 2.6 can be reformulated by introducing a dyadic
tensor product uu of the velocity vector, which can be represented as a matrix
equation
uu =
uu uv uwvu vv vw
wu wv ww
 , (2.7)
where u, v and w are the x-, y- and z-components of the velocity vector u, respec-
tively [11]. Taking the dot product with the surface normal vector n results in
(uu) · n =
uu uv uwvu vv vw
wu wv ww

nxny
nz
 =
 uunx + uvny + uwnzvunx + vvny + vwnz
wunx + wvny + wwnz
 = u(u · n), (2.8)
which substituted into Equation 2.6 and rearranging results in
d
dt
∫
V
ρu dV +
∫
S
(ρuu) · n dS −
∫
V
f dV = 0. (2.9)
Utilising the divergence theorem again one obtains the differential form of the linear
momentum equation [11]
∂(ρu)
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu)− f = 0. (2.10)
The differential form of the momentum equation is more compact than the integral
form, although perhaps not as intuitively clear due to the involvement of the dyadic
tensor product. However, the divergence term ∇ · (ρuu) can be understood as the
net momentum flow rate out of an infinitesimal control volume, which emphasizes
the equivalence of equations 2.9 and 2.10.
2.1.2 Forces affecting on a fluid
The forces affecting on a fluid can be divided into two classes: body forces and
surface forces. The body forces are defined as forces affecting on a volume: as an
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example of body forces, the force per unit volume due to gravity is
fg = ρg, (2.11)
where g is the gravitational acceleration. [11]
Surface forces are stresses acting on any real or fictitious surface in the fluid. These
are classified into normal stresses and shear stresses, depending on the direction of
the stress in relation with the surface. [11]
The most prominent of the normal stresses is the thermodynamic pressure, which
at any point exerts a similar magnitude of force to any surface, independent of the
surface direction [11]. The force per unit area exerted by pressure can be represented
as
p = −pn, (2.12)
where p is the resulting pressure, p is the thermodynamic pressure (scalar) and n is
the unit normal vector pointing outwards from the control surface.
Viscous stresses are more complicated to evaluate than the pressure, as their magni-
tude and direction depends on the direction of the surface they affect on. Anyhow,
viscous stress can be expressed conveniently in terms of stress tensor τ , which de-
scribes the viscous stresses affecting on surfaces perpendicular to each coordinate
axle. The viscous stress acting on an arbitrary surface are obtained as the dot
product of the surface normal and the stress tensor. [11]
Assuming that the viscous stresses and the pressure are the only surface forces
involved and the gravity is the only body force present, the momentum equation
(Equation 2.10) becomes
∂(ρu)
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p+∇ · τ + ρg, (2.13)
where −∇p is the force due to the pressure gradient and ∇ · τ is the contribution
of viscous stresses.
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Viscous stresses
In order to solve the fluid flow from Equation 2.13, the viscous stresses have to be
linked to the state of the flow. For Newtonian fluids the viscous stress tensor is [11]
τ = µ

2
∂u
∂x
+
λ
µ
∇ · v ∂v
∂x
+
∂u
∂y
∂w
∂x
+
∂u
∂z
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
2
∂v
∂y
+
λ
µ
∇ · v ∂w
∂y
+
∂v
∂z
∂u
∂z
+
∂w
∂x
∂v
∂z
+
∂w
∂y
2
∂w
∂z
+
λ
µ
∇ · v

, (2.14)
For incompressible fluids, a contribution of the bulk viscosity λ is zero, as ∇·v = 0.
If the dynamic viscosity µ is constant and the fluid is incompressible, Equation 2.13
simplifies to
∂(ρu)
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p+ µ∇2u+ ρg. (2.15)
Along with appropriate boundary conditions, this kind of equation along with the
continuity equation could be utilised to describe a fluid flow by means of CFD, if
only one phase was present.
2.2 Fluids containing a dispersed phase
In this work we are dealing with a gas-particle flow, in which solid particles are
dispersed in a continuous fluid (gas) phase. Computationally, the presence of the
particles is accounted by the forces exerted on the fluid and by the volume fraction
of particles in each computational cell.
In this work, the volume fraction of the fluid is denoted by α, so the respective
volume fraction of the particle phase is 1−α. The bulk density of the fluid can then
be expressed as
ρ¯ = αρ, (2.16)
where ρ is the material density of the fluid [13]. Integrating the bulk density over a
control volume V results in ∫
V
ρ¯ dV =
∫
V
αρ dV = mf , (2.17)
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where mf denotes the mass of the fluid inside the control volume.
The dispersed phase can be taken into account in the continuity equation just by
substituting the material density with the bulk density, which results in
d
dt
∫
V
αρ dV = −
∫
S
αρ(uf · n) dS. (2.18)
Similarly, the momentum equation becomes
d
dt
∫
V
αρu dV =
∫
V
αf dV −
∫
S
αρu(v · n) dS. (2.19)
In differential form, these equations can be expressed as
∂αρ
∂t
+∇ · (αρu) = 0. (2.20)
and
ρ
∂(αu)
∂t
+ ρ∇ · (αuu)− µ∇2αv + ∇p− αρg = 0, (2.21)
if the viscosity is taken to be constant and the fluid is incompressible. The differential
equations are clearly more convenient than the integral ones, but the integral form is
more close to the actual computational implementation as seen in the next section.
2.3 The finite volume method
The finite volume method bases on dividing the region of interest into a contiguous
mesh of finite control volumes (cells). The fluid is regarded as a continuum, so the
size of the cells has to be several orders of magnitude greater than molecular scales.
In FVM, the change of the properties (for instance the mass, the momentum and
the kinetic energy) of each cell over time are evaluated from the property fluxes over
the cell faces. [11,13]
The constitutive equations can be readily discretized by treating each cell as a
closed volume and applying the respective equations to the cell. For example, the
continuity equation Equation 2.1 for a certain cell becomes
d
dt
ρc = − 1
Vc
∑
f
Sf · (ρu)f , (2.22)
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Figure 2.2 Two hexahedral cells with a common face. The face-area vector Sf is marked
for the rightmost face. The grey dots mark the centroids of the two faces and the black
cross marks the intersection of the internal face and the line joining the cell centroids.
where ρc and Vc are the mass density and the volume of cell, respectively. The
summation on the right hand side runs over all the faces f of the cell. The mass
flow rate over each face is Sf ·(ρu)f , where Sf = Sfnf is an face area vector pointing
outwards from the cell. [14]
In a similar fashion, the discretized momentum equation for an incompressible fluid
with a constant viscosity can be expressed as
d
dt
(ρu)c = ρcg − 1
Vc
∑
f
Sf ·
[
(ρu)fuf − µ(∇u)f + pf
]
, (2.23)
where (ρu)c is the momentum per volume in the cell, fc is the total body force
per volume affecting on the cell. The sum on the right hand side accounts for the
contribution of the momentum flux, the viscous stresses and the pressure over the
cell faces.
The accuracy of the solution depends on how well the fluxes over the faces are
approximated. The usual approach in FVM is to approximate the flux over a face
by interpolating the quantities of the adjacent cells to the geometric centroids of the
face: for example, if the mass densities of the cells in Figure 2.2 are ρA and ρB, the
density at the common face could be obtained by interpolating ρA and ρB according
to the distance of the cell centers to the face. This renders second-order accuracy
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for the values of both the cells and the faces. [11]
Equation 2.23 is formulated according to the the discretization methods of Open-
FOAM [14]; similar equations could be obtained when taking into account the vol-
ume fraction of the fluid. The actual solution algorithms for solving the of the
continuity and momentum equations while accounting for the dispersed phase in
OpenFOAM are pretty complicated, and are limited out of the scope this text.
2.4 Equations of particle motion
The motion of a particle is affected by the force exerted by the fluid and contact
forces with the other particles and the wall. Equations describing translational and
rotational motion of a particle are
mi
dvi
dt
=
∑
j
(Fnc,ij + F
t
c,ij) +
∑
w
(Fnc,iw + F
t
c,iw) + Fe,i + Fg→p,i +mig (2.24)
Ii
dωi
dt
=
∑
j
Tt,ij +
∑
w
Tt,iw, (2.25)
where vi and ωi are the translational and rotational velocities of particle i having
mass mi and a moment of inertia Ii. The contact forces acting on the particle are
decomposed into normal (subscript n) and tangential forces (subscript t) arising
from contacts with other particles (subscript j) and contacts with walls (subscript
w). [13], [15]
The other forces acting on the particle are the electrostatic force Fe,i, the force
due to the surrounding gas (Fg→p,i) and the gravitational force mig, where g is
the gravitational acceleration. The force exerted by the gas to the particle can
be divided into the steady-state drag force, the unsteady forces, the undisturbed
pressure force, the undisturbed viscous stress force and the lift forces due to particle
rotation, respectively:
Fg→p = Fd + Fp + Fτ + Funsteady + Flift. (2.26)
These forces are discussed in detail in the next section. To put it short, only the
steady-state drag term Fd is significant in a gas-particle flow. [13]
The torque acting on a particle is decomposed to the torque Tt,ij caused by another
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particles and the torque Tt,ij caused by the wall contacts. According to basic me-
chanics, the torque acting on particle i can be calculated from the contact forces
as
Ti =
∑
c,i
rc,i × Fc,i, (2.27)
where the sum is over all the contact forces Fc acting on particle i and rc is the
displacement between the particle center and the respective contact point. In the
next sections, the models for calculating the components of the momentum equation
are explained.
2.5 Particle-particle interaction
There exists two primary models to describe collisions between spherical particles:
the hard-sphere model and the soft-sphere model. The hard sphere model is based
on integrated equations of motion and gives the relationship between the velocities
before and after the collision, whereas the soft-sphere model describes the motion
of the particles during the collision [13]
Despite of the greater computational cost, the soft-sphere model is the viable option
in a dense particle flow, as it is capable of handling multiple simultaneous collisions
[13]. As discussed later, the soft-sphere model also provides a straightforward way
to compute the charge transfer when triboelectric charging is involved.
The soft-sphere model was originally proposed by Cundall and Strack [16]. The
equations presented in this chapter match well with the numerical implementation
of standard OpenFOAM and are formulated following Crowe et al. [13]. In addition to
the the original implementation of OpenFOAM, the modified version used in this
study allow one to calculate the damping coefficient with respect to the coefficient
of restitution (Equation 2.31).
In the soft-sphere model the total force between colliding particles is represented in
terms of stiffness, damping coefficient and friction coefficient. Stiffness attributes
to a repulsive force due to the displacement of the particles, whereas the damping
force is proportional to the relative velocity of the particles. The friction force in
turn is dependent on the relative tangential velocity of the surfaces in contact. [13]
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Figure 2.3 Two spherical particles in contact. nji = −nij is an unit vector pointing from
particle i to particle j
The normal contact force on particle i due to particle j is
Fnij = knδ
3/2
n nij − ηnvnij, (2.28)
where kn and ηn are the stiffness and the damping coefficient in the normal direction,
respectively and nij is an unit vector pointing from the center of particle i to the
center of particle j. The normal displacement δn is defined as the normal intersection
distance of the particles if they would not deform as (see Figure 2.3). The normal
component of the relative velocity between the particles is vnij = ((vi− vj) · nij)nij.
[13]
According to the Hertzian contact model the stiffness coefficient kn is
kn =
4
3
Y ∗
√
r∗, (2.29)
where Y ∗ and r∗ are is the equivalent elastic modulus (Young’s modulus) and the
equivalent radius of the colliding particles (See definition of equivalent properties
in Equation 2.36. Tsuji et al. found heuristically that if the damping coefficient is
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given by
ηn = αCOR(m
∗kn)1/2δ1/4n , (2.30)
where αCOR is a function of the coefficient of restitution (COR), the coefficient
of restitution becomes independent of the combination of the stiffness factor, the
damping factor and the equivalent massm∗. This is allows the damping coefficient to
be calculated from the empirically measurable value of the coefficient of restitution.
[17].
Tsuji et al. only gave a numerical result for α. It has been since shown that
α = − ln(COR)
√
5
ln(COR)2 + pi2
(2.31)
is the respective analytical result [18].
The tangential contact force for non-sliding contact is [17]
Ftij = −ktδt − ηtvtij, (2.32)
where kt and ηt are the tangential stiffness and damping coefficients, δt is tangential
displacement and vtij is the relative velocity of the particle surfaces at the contact
point (slip velocity).
As long as the particle surfaces do not slip, the original contact points of the particles
stay in touch. This leads to tangential deformation on the particle surfaces, which
is described by the tangential displacement. In OpenFOAM, tangential displacement
is obtained by numerically integrating the slip velocity, which requires tracking all
ongoing collisions and storing the displacement corresponding to each collision. If
the tangential force exceeds the limit given by sliding friction, the surfaces slide and
the tangential displacement of the particular contact is set to zero.
The particle surfaces slip if the tangential force given by Equation 2.32 exceeds
µs|fnij|, where µs is the sliding friction coefficient. In that situation the tangential
force is evaluated as
Ftij = −µs|Fnij|
vtij
|vtij|
(2.33)
instead of using Equation 2.32 [17]. This is just the familiar Coulomb friction op-
posing the slip velocity.
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The stiffness coefficient is obtained by using the equivalent shear modulus G∗, the
equivalent radius and the normal displacement as
kt = 8G
∗√r∗δn. (2.34)
The slip velocity is obtained from basic mechanics as
vtij = vij − vnij + (riωi + rjωj)× nij, (2.35)
where r and ω denote the radius and the angular velocity of each particle, re-
spectively. Without further justification Tsuji et al. [17] state that the damping
coefficient in the tangential direction approximately equals the coefficient in nor-
mal direction, so it is assumed that ηn = ηt. This is also adopted in the standard
implementation of OpenFOAM.
The equivalent properties denoted by superscript ∗ are defined as:
Y ∗ ≡
(
1− ν2i
Yi
+
1− ν2j
Yj
)−1
G∗ ≡
(
1− νi
Gi
+
1− νj
Gj
)−1
m∗ ≡
(
1
mi
+
1
mj
)−1
r∗ ≡
(
1
ri
+
1
rj
)−1
(2.36)
where the subscripts i and j denote the properties of each particle. In the definitions
of G∗ and Y ∗, ν is Poisson’s ratio. For isotropic materials, the shear modulus is
connected to the Young modulus by
G = Y/2(1 + ν). (2.37)
The equations described in this chapter can be used as well for a particle-wall con-
tacts by substituting appropriate equivalent properties. As the mass and the curva-
ture radius of a planar wall are much greater than the mass and radius of a particle,
one obtains m∗ = m and r∗ = r for describing a wall contact of a particle with mass
m and radius r. [13]
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2.5.1 Particle stiffness and time step in simulations
Tracking colliding particles in DEM-simulations generally demands a time step
shorter than about one 10th of the typical duration of a collision [13]. In standard
libraries of OpenFOAM, the maximum time step for evaluating particle collisions is
calculated as
∆tmax =
(
5
4
)2/5
pi7/5rmin
(
Y ∗
√
2umax
)2/5
(ncoll)
−1, (2.38)
where Y ∗ is the equivalent Young modulus (different for wall-particle and particle-
particle collision), rmin is the minimum particle size, umax is the maximum particle
velocity and ncoll > 1 is an user-defined resolution term for the collisions. In the
simulations of this study, ncoll = 10.
It is clear that in order to allow a greater time step, the Young modulus is the only
viable parameter to be altered. Lowering the Young modulus makes the particles
appear softer, increases collision times and intersection distances [19]. This also
affects the contact area and triboelectric charging, which is further discussed in
Section 3.3.
2.6 Particle-fluid interaction
The forces acting on a particle due to the surrounding fluid can be classified in three
classes: The forces caused by an undistributed flow, the steady-state forces and
unsteady forces [13]. These forces are addressed first before considering the total
pressure drop over a fluidized bed caused by the drag force on particles.
2.6.1 Undisturbed flow forces
The undisturbed flow forces are defined as forces that would affect on a particle if the
contribution of the particle itself on the flow is neglected. These forces contribute for
the velocity and pressure disturbations in the surrounding fluid [13]. The disturba-
tions in the surrounding fluid are of course affected by the surrounding walls, other
particles and even the particle itself, which renders the term “undisturbed flow” a
bit misleading.
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The total force due to the surrounding fluid can be calculated as an integral of the
local forces over the particle surface Sp. If the only significant forces present are the
pressure and the viscous stresses, the resulting force Fud would be
Fg→p =
∫
Sp
(n · τ − pn)dSp (2.39)
where τ and p are the shear stress tensor and the pressure in the fluid, respectively,
and n is the unit normal of the surface (pointing outwards).
If the particle is small, Equation 2.39 can be approximated as
Fg→p = Vp(∇ · τ −∇p), (2.40)
where Vp is the volume of the particle. The contributions of the pressure and the
viscous stresses are Fp = −Vp∇p and Fτ = Vp∇ · τ , respectively. In practice ∇ · τ
and ∇p would evaluated from the pressure and velocity fields of the fluid at the
position of the particle (neglecting the presence of the particle).
When only hydrostatic pressure present, the force due to the pressure equals the
weight of the fluid displaced by the particle: ∇p = ρg. Substituting Fp = −ρgVp
into Equation 2.24 and combining with the gravity term results in
mg + Fp = (ρp − ρ)Vpg, (2.41)
so the buoyancy could be taken into account by simply subtracting the density of
the fluid from the density of the particle when evaluating the equation of motion.
In the experiments of the present study the ratio of the densities of the fluid and
the particles is
ρ
ρp
≈ 10−3, (2.42)
so the buoyancy force can readily be neglected. Also the undistributed viscous stress
force is neglected in this study, which is the usual case in gas-particle flows [13].
2.6.2 Steady-state drag
Where the undistributed flow forces neglect the presence of the particle itself, the
steady state drag is calculated as a particle was the only one present in the fluid. The
steady-state forces apply only for a particle with no relative acceleration between
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the particle and the fluid. [13]
The steady-state drag affecting on a particle may be expressed as
Fd = 3piµDfdrag(u− v), (2.43)
where D is the particle diameter, fdrag is the drag factor, v is the velocity of the
particle and u is the velocity the surrounding fluid. The drag factor for a spherical
particle limits to unity when the relative velocity is small (Stokes flow). In general,
the drag factor depends on the Reynolds number
Rerel =
ρfD|v − u|
µ
(2.44)
of the particle. [13]
There exists several correlations for the drag factor for as a function of Reynolds
number. One of these is by Schiller and Naumann [20]:
fdrag,0 = (1 + 0.15Rerel
0.687), (2.45)
which is valid for an isolated particle up to a relative Reynolds number of 800. The
Schiller-Naumann -equation is utilized for calculating the drag coefficient of a single
particle in this work, as it is the one used in the drag models already implemented
in OpenFOAM.
In addition to the relative velocity, there are numerous other factors affecting on the
drag force, such as Faxen force caused by a nonuniform flow field and Magnus force
caused by rotation of the particle. However, these are considered negligible in the
case of a gas-particle flow [13] and are not considered in this study.
2.6.3 Drag in particle clouds
The drag equation of a single particle can not be directly applied in dense particle
clouds, as it does not take into account the contribution of other particles. The local
variations of the pressure and shear stresses can be pretty complicated when it comes
to a chaotic motion of several particles. However, there exists several experimental
correlations considering the effect of the volume fraction on the drag factor.
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One of the simplest corrections for the drag factor is by Wen and Yu [21], namely
fdrag = α
−3.7f0, (2.46)
where α is the fluid volume fraction and f0 in the drag factor for an isolated particle.
Basing on an analysis of existing empirical data, Di Felice [22] have suggested drag
factor
fdrag = α
−βf0, (2.47)
where
β = 3.7− 0.65 exp
[
−(1.5− log10(Rerel)
2
2
]
. (2.48)
The resulting drag factor does not deviate significantly from the Wen-Yu drag factor.
Wen-Yu drag model is included in the standard librariss of OpenFOAM and is
utilised in the simulations of this work.
Although the empirical correlations above are originally based on the average volume
fraction over entire fluidized bed, in practice the local volume fraction is applied
when assigning drag force for a certain particle. This is supposed to be a reasonable
estimate of the effect of the local volume fraction on the drag force.
2.6.4 Unsteady forces
The unsteady forces are due to the acceleration and the history of the particle move-
ment. These are known as the virtual mass effect and the Basset force. The virtual
mass effect is due to the acceleration of particle, which causes also acceleration of
the displaced fluid. The virtual mass force affecting on a particle is
Fvm =
ρVp
2
(
Du
Dt
− dv
dt
)
, (2.49)
where ρ is the density of the fluid, Du/Dt is the total derivative of the fluid velocity
at the particle location and dv/dt is the acceleration of the particle [13].
Substituting Equation 2.49 into the equation of motion (Equation 2.24) corresponds
to adding a half of the displaced mass to the mass of the particle in the left hand
side of the equation. As with the buoyancy force, the fluid density is negligible with
respect to the particle density, so the virtual mass effect is neglected in this work.
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The Basset term in turn accounts for the history of the particle motion. There
exists an analytical result which account for the effect of the preceding motion of an
isolated spherical particle [13]. However, this term does not take into account the
contribution of other solid objects nearby, which renders the result rather useless in
a dense particle cloud. Fortunately also the Basset force is overwhelmed by other
forces in a gas-solid flow and not considered in this work.
In the simulations, the history of the particle motion would be partially accounted
by the “undisturbed” stress force, as the particle motion affects the velocity field
of the fluid. This is one example of how these three types of forces - undisturbed,
steady and unsteady forces - have overlapping contributions with each other. The
forces are theoretically valid only in ideal situations differing from each other, but
are confidently applied together as long as there is no better alternatives.
2.6.5 Pressure drop in a fluidized bed
The pressure drop over a fluidized bed can be approximated by applying the mo-
mentum equation over the bed and assuming that at a quasi-stationary state, the
pressure drop over the bed counterbalances the total weight of the bed [13,23]. For
a bed with a constant cross sectional area A this would result in
∆pA = mg, (2.50)
where ∆p is the pressure drop over the bed and mg is the total weight of the bed.
Equation 2.50 is just a crude approximation, but the dimensionless quantity ∆pA/mg
is convenient to use when considering the pressure loss. Equation 2.50 also relates
the mass adhered to the walls of the bed to the decrease in pressure drop.
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3. TRIBOELECTRIC CHARGING AND
ELECTROSTATICS
In gas-solid fluidized beds, electrostatic forces affect the bubble size and shape,
particle mixing rate and agglomeration. If the electrostatic charge on particles is
high enough, electrostatic forces cause the particles to adhere to walls. These effects
can reduce the performance of commercial fluidized beds, causing plugging, reduced
reaction rates and possibly undesirable byproducts. Significant costs may be caused
by loss of production if, for example, a polymerization reactor has to be shut down
to remove polymer sheets adhered to the wall. In most cases, adhering to the walls
is most probably undesirable effect, not to mention pneumatic conveyors. [6, 8, 24].
3.1 Triboelectric charging
The electric charge on particles originates mainly from triboelectric charging, which
takes place when particles collide with each other and with surrounding walls [7].
Triboelectric charging is a complicated phenomenon, depending for example on the
presence of moisture and oxidising agents in the atmosphere [3, 6]. There is still
debate about the nature of the charge transferred in insulator-insulator contacts:
some of the authors rely on the electron transfer, whereas others argue that ion
transfer is the principal source of charge segregation in insulator-insulator contacts.
Some points of the possible charge transfer mechanisms are discussed next.
3.1.1 Effective work function difference
Contact charging between two metals is well understood through the difference of
the work functions - the energy required to extract an electron from the surface of
the metals. The work function is related to the Fermi level (electrochemical potential
of electrons) of the metals; in close proximity, electrons tunnel from metal to metal
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until the Fermi levels become balanced. The total charge transfer after separation of
the surfaces is limited by the electric potential difference caused by the transferred
charge. [25,26]
Although there exist triboelectric series which approximately predict the charging
tendency of insulators in relation to each other, there exists even cyclic transfer
cycles between insulators. This indicates that there are most probably more than
one charge transfer mechanisms affecting simultaneously. It is not possible to put
insulating materials in an unequivocal order basing on their charging tendency. [3]
The term effective work function originates from contact electrification occurring
in insulator-metal contacts. In early studies of polymer charging, the magnitude of
charge transferred was observed to be linearly dependent on the work function of the
metal [26, 27]. Accrodingly, the effective work function of an insulator corresponds
to the work function of a metal with which no charge exchange transfer would occur.
However, the work function differences related to metals have not been able to
correctly predict the charge transfer of insulator-insulator contacts [3]. For some
polymers, the charge transfer has been observed to be independent of the work
function of the metal in contact [28–30] , which renders it obstruct to assign an
effective work function to the polymer.
3.1.2 Electron transfer
In early considerations on triboelectric charging, the charge transfer between insu-
lators was attributed to electrons due to the relationship between the transferred
cahrge and the work function of the metal in metal-insulator contact [3]. The par-
ticipation of electrons in insulator-insulator contacts has been later supported by for
example by Liu and Bard: by analysing the chemical reactions due to the residual
charge on polymer surfaces, they suggested that the negative charge on the surfaces
was due to electrons [31]. Opposing this deduction, Piperno et al. pointed out that
the results of Liu and Bard can be explained by material transfer occurring in an
experiments with such soft materials [32].
A common theoretical argument against the electron transfer model is the insuffi-
cient thermal energy to release an electron from the valence band of an insulator
and introduce it to the conduction band of another. Ideally, the valence band of an
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insulator is completely filled, and there is a large band gap (The difference of the
energies of the highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molec-
ular orbital) where there is no available energy states for electrons to accommodate
into. [3, 4]
For explaining the charge transfer between identical insulators, Lowell and Tr-
uscott [33] proposed that there are spatially localized high-energy states on insulator
surfaces, accommodated by electrons ’trapped’ to them. The depletion of occupied
states per surface area could also account for the charge transfer between identi-
cal insulators. This theory has since been adopted by Lacks and Levandovski to
explain the tendency of small particles to charge negatively when in contact with
larger particles [34].
It is indeed reasonable that on insulator surfaces, the energy states of electrons are
different than in the bulk. As discussed for example by Lacks and Sankaran et al.,
the band theory of solids is only an strongly idealized approximation [4]. It does
not account for energy states available on surfaces - in fact, the theory applies only
for large, homogeneous systems.
However, not much effort has been done to explain the exact origin of these ’trapped’
electrons. In insulators, electron transfer usually occurs between a pair of suitable
molecular orbitals. In most organic polymers for example, there is no suitable func-
tional groups for accepting or donating electrons [3]. However, the presence of
electron donors and acceptors in polymers may be explained by scission of polymer
chains, as discussed next.
3.1.3 Charge transfer between polymers
In recent years, progress has been made in understanding the triboelectric charg-
ing of polymers by becoming aware of the role of mechanoradicals, -cations and
-anions in the charge transfer. Using Kelvin force microscopy, Bayetkin et al. found
that when two polymer surfaces are pressed together and separated, the resulting
charge is arranged in random mosaic patterns of oppositely charged regions on both
surfaces. [35]. Similar results were obtained by Burgo et al. for frictional contact
between teflon and polyethylene. [36]
Both groups considered their observations to be due to the scission of the polymer
chains, which results in cationic, anionic or radical heads of polymer chain ends on
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the surfaces. This type of chain scission has been earlier observed by Sakaguchi et
al. [37,38], but it was associated to the triboelectric charging only after the findings
of the other groups.
Due to the chain scission, material transfer is also involved in contact charging of
polymers in some extent [35]. As mentioned by Williams [39], in soft polymers chain
scission does not require a high friction or pressure, as the polymer chains on the
opposite surfaces become entangled anyhow.
The presence of scissioned chain ends could account for electron transfer: For exam-
ple, cationic and anionic chain heads on different surfaces could exchange electrons.
If there is difference between bonding energies on the surfaces, a net charge transfer
would occur. The depletion of available donors and acceptors could also explain the
charge transfer between similar materials. [38]
The participation material transfer makes the contact electrification an even more
complicated phenomenon. For example, Bayetkin et al. found that the polarity of
the charging reverses for certain polymer pairs after a while [35]. They addressed
this to the coating of the polymer particles with the other type of polymer: after
numerous contacts, the particles acquired patches of the other polymer on their
surface. It was proposed that these patches act effectively like the surface of the
other polymer when in contact.
In the experiments presented in this work, polyethylene particles were fluidized in a
glass container: thus there is no such entanglement of polymer chains as would be
in a contact of two polymers. Still, the scission of the carbon chains is considered
possibly influential: through numerous contacts with each other, the particles will
acquire radical, cationic and anionic chain ends on their surface. It is supposed that
these chain ends may contribute to both electron and ion transfer, with ion transfer
being prominent in the present work.
3.1.4 Ion transfer and effect of relative humidity
Ion transfer is a the favoured mechanism for the triboelectric charging in a large
review by McCarty and Whitesides [3]. One main argument supporting ion transfer
is that the polarity of the charge transferred from surfaces which possess covalently
bond ions and mobile (loosely bound) counterions correlates strongly with the sign
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of the mobile ions. It is suggested that the mobile ions are transferred in contacts
of such surfaces [40].
In the case of insulators with no mobile ions (like polyethylene), the charge transfer
could be subject to ions originating from the environment. These ions would favor-
ably adhere to the other of two surfaces. In particular, hydroxide (OH−) ions present
in water layers on solid surfaces is suggested to account for the charge transfer when
the surfaces itself lack mobile ions. The charging due to separation of hydroxide
ions gains support from molecular dynamics simulations reporting that in aqueous
solutions, hydroxide ions accumulate on hydrophobic surfaces [41,42]. [3, 43]
It is considered that the adsorption of the hydroxide may affect the results obtained
in this study: as the hydrophobic polyethylene comes into contact with the hy-
drophilic glass surface in presence of a water layer, a net transfer of hydroxide to the
polyethylene is expected. This could explain the negative net charge observed on
polyethylene particles in a moderate humidity, as discussed in the results section.
The possible effects of the water layers on the surfaces are extensively discussed by
McCarty and Whitesides [3], and are not repeated here. Most importantly in high
humidities, water layers on insulating surfaces increase ionic conductivity, allowing
charge accumulated on the surfaces to spread and discharge. The adsorbed water
also allows charge transfer over longer distances (along liquid bridges formed between
contacting surfaces) and lowers the electric potential difference at the separation
stage (due to the high electric permittivity of water).
To consider the effect of the relative humidity, it is beneficial to estimate the amount
of water adsorbed on the surfaces. By studying a water layer adsorbed on a silicon
dioxide surface in room temperature, Asay and Kim [44] found that water forms an
immobile, ice-like structure on the surface up to a thickness of three monolayers of
water (9 nm). This stable configuration is considered to be due to the immobile
hydroxyl groups on the surface. In the humidity range of 30..60 % RH, the topmost
water layers begin to act like liquid. In even higher humidities, the thickness of the
liquid water layer increases exponentially. [44]
It is supposed that a similar structure structure forms also on the glass surface used
in the experiments. This would explain low charge-to-mass ratio in a high humidity,
which is a general result in tribochargign experiments [3]. It is assumed that ionic
conductivity of the water becomes significant when there is a mobile layer of liquid
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on the surface in RH & 60 %. On the contrary, ionic conductivity due to water on
hydrophobic polyethylene particles is not expected to be significant in RH . 60 %.
3.1.5 Surface state theory
The surface state theory attributes the charge exchange between two surfaces to the
effective work function difference between the surfaces. Although the term ’effective
work function difference’ is initially related to the electron transfer model, it applies
conceptually for ion transfer as well. [45, 46]
The surface state theory has two limits basing on the density of available energy
states for the charge carriers, namely the high density limit and and the low density
limit. In the low density limit, charge carriers are transferred from initially occupied
states of the other surface to the lower energy states of the other. Equilibrium is
achieved as the states on the both surfaces become filled up to an equal energy level.
If the charge of each carrier is that of electron (−e) and the number of surface states
per unit energy per unit area on both surfaces is N , the charge transferred per unit
area is
σ12 = −eN(ϕ1 − ϕ2), (3.1)
where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the highest energy levels occupied before the contact. The
difference between the energy levels ϕ1 and ϕ2 is interpreted as the effective work
function difference between the surfaces. [46]
It is apparent how Equation 3.1 is to be modified if the charge of each carrier differs
from the charge of an electron or the number of states per unit energy differ between
the surfaces. However, the equation becomes complicated if the density of surface
states per unit energy is not constant.
In the high density limit, the energy of the charge carriers is affected by the electro-
static potential due to the total charge transferred. In this situation, the net charge
transfer per unit area is
σ12 = −ε(ϕ1 − ϕ2)
ez
, (3.2)
where ε is the electric permittivity between the surfaces and z is the distance between
the surfaces. [46]
Equation 3.2 can be derived by considering the surfaces as uniformly charged parallel
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plates and balancing the total energy (electrostatic potential energy + the effective
work function difference) of the charge carriers on the opposite surfaces. The electric
potential between the surfaces increases as z increases, causing the transferred charge
to flow back when the surfaces are separated. The final charge exchange after
separation of the surfaces is dictated by the critical distance zc over which the
charge can transfer. For electrons, this distance could be the maximum tunneling
distance, which is order of few nanometers. [3]
3.2 Charge transfer model
The charge transfer model used in this study stems from the high density limit
described in the previous section. As discussed before, there may be be several
different charge transfer mechanisms involved. However, the surface state theory
is formulated only for transfer of one type of charge carrier. At this point, it is
assumed that the model describes the net charge transfer between surfaces in certain
conditions, although multiple types of charge carriers may be present.
Schein et al. [47] introduced following equation to describe charge exchange between
two insulating surfaces in contact:
σij =
ε
zce
(ϕi − ϕj − zceEij) , (3.3)
where σij is the charge transferred from surface j to surface i per unit area, ε is
the permittivity of the medium, zc is the critical distance over which the charge can
transfer, e is the elementary charge, ϕi and ϕj are the effective work functions of the
surfaces and Eij is the external electric field strength at the contact point (pointing
from surface j to surface i).
The external electric field accounts for the electric field due to the charge accumu-
lated on the surfaces and acts as a limiting factor for the charge transfer. This is
further discussed in the next section.
Basing on Equation 3.3, Ali et al. developed an iterative method to model the charge
exchange of a disperse system of spherical powder particles [48]. Following them,
Laurentie et al. developed a numerical formulation of Equation 3.3 suitable for
calculating the charge transfer between discrete particles in a vibrated bed [49, 50].
This model has since been applied to simulate triboelectric charging in a fluidized
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bed for example by Kolehmainen et al. [19].
The discrete formulation given by Laurentie et. al [49, 50] expresses the amount of
charge transferred between two consecutive time steps. Accroding to them, charge
transfer between two particles can be formulated as
∆qij
∆Aij
= ε
(
∆ϕij
zce
− Eij
)
, (3.4)
where ∆qij is the charge transferred from particle j to particle i during a time
step, ∆Aij is the change in contact area, ε is the permittivity of the medium and
Eij = Eij · nij is the electric field strength at the contact point (pointing from j to
i).
As suggested by Laurentie et al., charge transfer in the numerical model is limited to
the period during which the contact area is increasing (dAij/dt > 0). As long as the
normal overlap distance of particles in contact is small, the total charge transferred
during a contact depends only on the maximum contact area Amax by [19]
∆qij = Amaxε
(
∆ϕij
zce
− Eij
)
. (3.5)
The advantage of linking the charge transfer to the change of the contact area is
the easiness of implement the charge transfer model among the soft-sphere contact
model utilized in CFD-DEM simulations. The contact area of the colliding objects
can be approximated as [19]
Aij = 2piδijr
∗. (3.6)
As the normal intersection and the equivalent radius are already calculated for eval-
uating the soft-sphere model, it is a matter of one line of code to calculate also the
contact area.
In practice, the change of the contact area is obtained by tracking the contact area
of each ongoing contact and calculating the difference between two successive time
steps. Tracking the contact area does not increase the complexity of the imple-
mentation much, as collision data of individual collisions is already recorded for
numerically integrating the tangential displacement of each ongoing contact.
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3.3 Softness correction and acceleration factor
Lowering the Young modulus in order to achieve feasible simulation times increases
the maximum contact area of the collisions, which in turn affects the total charge
transferred. By considering the energy balance of a Hertzian spring, Kolehmainen et
al. concluded that the ratio of the charge transferred in a contact is proportional to
(Y ∗)5/2, if the initial relative velocities are unaltered and the coefficient of restitution
is taken to be unity. The ratio of the charge transferred in a real contact to the
charge transferred in a simulated ‘soft’ contact is thus
acorr =
∆qreal
∆qsoft
=
(
Y ∗soft
Y ∗real
)2/5
. (3.7)
According to Kolehmainen et al., the effect of particle softening on the charge trans-
fer can be corrected by multiplying the charge transferred at each time step by acorr.
If the charge transfer rate is further scaled by a arbitrary acceleration factor a, the
ratio of the simulated and real charge transfer rates is also scaled by a.
By running trough several simulation cases with varying values of Y ∗, Kolehmainen
et al. deduced that accelerating the charge transfer rate alters the charge distribu-
tion among the particles, but the saturation charge is relatively unaltered. If the
simulation time is scaled afterwards by a, the evolution of the total charge is similar
between cases run with different acceleration factors. Thus the artificial accelera-
tion factor a can be used to reduce the total simulation time without considerably
affecting to the saturation charge [19].
3.4 Equilibrium charge and saturation charge
The charge accumulated on a particle is limited by the electric field induced by the
charge on particle itself and by the external electric field. Considering an isolated
particle in contact with wall and basing on Equation 3.4, no charge is transferred
when
∆ϕ
zce
= Eext +
q
piεD2
, (3.8)
where ∆ϕ is the effective work function difference between the particle and the wall.
The electric field at the contact point is split into the contributions of the external
electric field Eext and the field due to the charge q of the particle.
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When the electric field due to the particle itself prevents further charge transfer, the
particle has acquired equilibrium charge qeq. Substituting q = qeq and Eext = 0 in
Equation 3.8 gives
qeq = piεD
2∆ϕ
zce
. (3.9)
In a bed with conducting walls, the equilibrium charge is half of that given by
Equation 3.8 due to the image charge induced on the wall [19].
The effect of external electric field on triboelectric charging has been studied for
example by Mizutani et al. [51]. They found that the charge-to-mass ratio of par-
ticles travelled over an inclined, vibrated plate has a linear relationship with the
applied electric field. This is in line with Equation 3.8, which suggest a linear rela-
tionship between the charge accumulated on particles and the applied field (taken
that the number of particles is small so that they do not contribute to the electric
field experienced by each other).
To characterize the strength of electrostatic effects in a fluidized bed, Kolehmainen
et al. compared the magnitude of the gravitational force to the magnitude oif elec-
trostatic force between two oppositely charged particles in contact. If the magnitude
of the charge on both particles is qeq and diameter of both particles is D, the ratio
of the magnitudes of electrostatic and and gravitational forces is
e/g =
q2/(4piεD2)
mg
, (3.10)
where e = qeq/(mpiεD2) is the electrostatic force per particle mass (not to be con-
fused with the elementary charge) and g is the gravitational acceleration. Substi-
tuting Equation 3.9 into Equation 3.10, one obtains
e/g =
piεD2
4mg
(
∆ϕ
zce
)2
. (3.11)
It should be noted that the value of e/g given by Equation 3.11 if four times greater
than e/g for conducting wall, as the respective equilibrium charges diffes by a factor
of two.
In dense systems, the particles do not generally acquire a charge as high as the
equilibrium charge, but the charge saturates at a lower level. This is referred as the
saturation charge (q∞) in line with Kolehmainen et al. [19]. The saturation charge
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is limited by the total electric field, which is affected by both the charge of the
particles and charge on the wall.
As discussed by Kolehmainen et al. [19], the time evolution of the total charge Q in
the bed is expected to obey
Q = Q∞
(
1− e−kat) , (3.12)
where Q∞ is the saturation charge of the whole bed, a is the acceleration factor
and k is a coefficient depending on the intensity of particle-wall collisions. In the
results section, the saturation charge given by Equation 3.12 will be compared to
the experimentally measured total charge of the particles.
Generally, both the equilibrium charge and the saturation charge depend on the
maximum charge transfer distance zc and the effective work function difference ∆ϕ.
In this study, it was not regarded reasonable to choose a strict value for zc, as the
values found in literature range from 1 nm to 500 nm. Basing on Equation 3.4,
the charge transferred in a single contact depends only on the lumped parameter
∆ϕ/(zce). This is regarded as the electric field strength required to counterbalance
the influence of the effective work function difference.
In the sake of generality, the effective work function differences used in the simu-
lations are expressed in terms of ∆ϕ/(zce) instead of first choosing separate values
value for zc and ∆ϕ. For convenience, the lumped parameter ∆ϕ/(zce) is referred
as the effective work function difference from now on.
The relation of the effective work function difference and the accumulated charge in
the bed is not known a priori, as it is affected for example by the geometry and the
dynamics of the bed. Thus preliminary simulations are required. The effective work
function differences used in preliminary simulations are chosen basing on Equation
3.11 to match with reasonable values of e/g .
3.5 Electric field and force on particles
In insulating materials (like polyethylene and glass used in this study), the charge
transferred in a single contact is supposed to reside on the contact area. As the
particles gain charge through numerous contacts, it is approximated that after a
while the charge is uniformly distributed on the particle surface. Therefore the
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charge on a spherical particle can then be approximated as a point charge localized
at the center of the particle. This approximation is used for example by Laurentie
et al. [49, 50] and Kolehmainen et al. [15, 19].
As discussed later, the charge transfer in the simulations must be artificially ac-
celerated to reach reasonable simulation times. This renders the approximation of
uniformly charged particle surfaces actually welcome; effectively, it distributes the
charge obtained in one contact like the charge was accumulated through numerous
contacts.
A hybrid method introduced by Kolehmainen et al. [15, 19] is used to calculate the
electric field affecting on each particle. In the method, the total field is divided
into a short-range field and a long-range field. A correction term is used to remove
the overlapping contributions of the short-range and long-range terms. Following
Kolehmainen et al., the electric field affecting on particle i can be expressed as
Ei = Es,i + E∇2,i + Ec,i, (3.13)
where Es,i is the short-range term, E∇2,i is the long-range term and Ec,i is the
correction term.
The short-range field is evaluated as a sum of electric fields of the particles in
the vicinity of particle i as
Es,i =
1
4piε
∑
j
qj
xi − xj
|xi − xj|3 , (3.14)
where ε is the electric permittivity of the medium and qj is the charge of particle j.
The sum runs over all particles belonging to the neighbourhood of particle i.
Kolehmainen et al. employed a cut-off radius to restrict the range of the short-range
term. In this work, the short-range field is instead evaluated between a particle pair
if both particles belong either to the same computational cell or so-called interacting
cells. This is convenient to implement, as in OpenFOAM the cell occupancy of particles
is already tracked in order to couple the motion of the particles and the carrier phase.
The concept of interacting cells in OpenFOAM is described in Figure 3.1. The list is
constructed by first expanding the bounding box of each cell by a given maximum
interaction distance R. If the expanded bounding boxes of two cells overlap, it is
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deduced that the particles in these cells possibly interact. To evaluate the possible
interactions during the simulation, the other of the cells is added to the interaction
list of the another.
To avoid double counting, any cell B in the range of cell A is added to the interaction
list of cell A only if the index of B is greater than the index A. This is illustrated
by the arrows on the cell interfaces in Figure 3.1. The interactions between particle
are evaluated by following algorithm, which is slightly modified from the original
implementation in standard OpenFOAM:
• Loop through each cell A in the computational domain
– Loop through each particle pA in cell A
∗ Loop through each interacting cell B of cell A
· Loop through each particle pB in cell B
· Evaluate interaction between particles pA and pB.
∗ Loop through each particle pA2 in cell A
· Evaluate interaction between pA and pA2, avoiding double counting.
As only the cells with greater index are listed in the interaction lists of a certain
cell, interaction between each particle pair will be evaluated only once. For particles
in the same cell, the double counting is prevented by comparing the pointers of the
particles. The evaluation of the short-range electric field and the charge transfer
are subsumed into the original implementation of the soft-sphere contact model of
OpenFOAM.
As mentioned before, the evaluation of the short-range term is not strictly restricted
to the particles in some critical radius, as the evaluation of the term is not a de-
manding task after calculating the distance between the two particles. Instead, the
short-range field is calculated between all the particles in interacting cells. The
maximum interaction distance R used to construct the interaction lists serves as the
minimum distance of the short-range field, while the maximum distance is limited
by the size of the interactign cells.
The long-range field is calculated as the gradient of the electric potential φ:
E∇2 = −∇φ. (3.15)
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Figure 3.1 Interacting cells of cell 5. R is the maximum interaction distance, defining
the size of the bounding box (dashed line). The arrows on the cell interfaces indicate how
the interaction lists are organized: for example, cells 2 and 6 belong to the interaction list
of cell 1.
The electric potential, in turn, is solved a from a Poisson equation
∇2φ = −ρq
ε
, (3.16)
where ρq is the charge density obtained by dividing the total charge in each cell with
the cell volume.
The correction term is used to remove the overlapping contribution of the long-
range field with the short-range field. According to Kolehmainen et al. the correction
term for particle i is
Ec,i = − 1
4piε
∑
j
qj
xcell,i − xcell,j
|xcell,i − xcell,j|3 , (3.17)
which approximately gives the contribution of particles considered in the short-range
term to the long-range term in the cell of particle i.
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As the correction term covers all the particles in interacting cells, it is dependent
on the total charge and the position of the interacting cells. What is more, the
correction term is equal among all the particles in a certain cell.
It is reasonable to correct the long-range term obtained from Equation 3.15 before
assigning the field to the particles, instead of assigning the field first and correcting
the field of each particle individually. Basing on Equation 3.17, the correction term
for any cell A becomes
Ec,A = − 1
4piε
∑
B
QB
xA − xB
|xA − xB|3 , (3.18)
where the sum goes over all the interacting cells of cell A. QB is the total charge of
cell B and x indicates the location of the cell center indicated by the subscript. In
principle, the correction term removes the contribution of the interacting cells from
the long-range field of each cell.
3.6 Electric field on a dielectric surface
The net charge accumulated on particles originates from the walls around. If the
electric conduction and other means of charge dissipation are neglected, an opposite
charge remains on the wall surfaces. Thus a boundary condition considering the
surface charge is necessary to correctly calculate the electric field inside the bed.
Although not considered in the simulations, also the polarization of the dielectric
walls contributes to the electric field.
3.6.1 Surface charge density
The surface charge density σf on a particular face f on the wall can be considered
as the average charge density on the face,given as
σf =
1
Af
∫
Af
σdA, (3.19)
where Af is the are of the face. This is a similar approximation than assuming the
charge on the particles to be uniformly distributed on their surfaces.
In the lagrangian particle tracking libraries of OpenFOAM, collisions between indi-
vidual particles and the faces forming up the wall are tracked. In each contact, the
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charge transferred from wall to the particle leaves behind an opposite charge on the
wall, which is considered by the surface charge density σf of a particular face f :
∆σf = −∆q
Af
, (3.20)
where ∆σf is the change of the surface charge density, δq is the charge transferred
from the wall to a particle and Af is the area of the face.
As the charge on insulator surfaces is strictly localized (at least when no liquid films
present), the charge transferred in a contact depends on if the point of contact has
already been subject to a contact. On a planar face however, the average charge
density is directly proportional to the average electric field strength perpendicular
to the face (from Gauss’s law). Thus statistically, using the average charge density
for calculating the electric field should not contribute to the charge transfer over a
long period.
3.6.2 Gauss’s law and polarization
The Gauss’s law of electrostatics describes how the electric flux over a closed surface
is related to the total charge enclosed by the surface. For a closed surface S,∫
S
E · n dS = Q
ε0
, (3.21)
where E is the electric field, n is an unit normal pointing outwards from the surface,
Q is the total electric charge enclosed and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. This
fundamental equation is valid in all materials, as the total charge includes both free
charge and the charge bound to the atoms or molecules of the medium. [52,53]
The problem of using Equation 3.21 is that the polarization of the charges bound to
the atoms or molecules is unknown. However, the total charge enclosed in a volume
can be separated into the charge due to polarization and the free charge [53]:
Q = Qfree +Qpol. (3.22)
The total charge due to polarization inside the surface S is obtained by integrating
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the inwards-pointing polarization density P over the surface. This results in
Qpol = −
∫
S
P · ndS (3.23)
Substituting Equation 3.23 into Equation 3.21 and rearranging gives∫
S
(ε0E+P) · n dS = Qfree. (3.24)
In linear, homogeneous, isotropic, non-dispersive materials the polarization density
is proportional to the electric field through P = χε0E, where the electric suscepti-
bility χ is related to permittivity of the material through ε = (1 + χ)ε0 [52]. Now a
more familiar equation describing the electric field is obtained:∫
S
εE · n dS = Qfree. (3.25)
Utilising divergence theorem, the differential form becomes
∇ · εE = ρfree, (3.26)
where ρfree is the free charge density [52]. If the permittivity is constant, this reduces
to
∇ · E = ρfree
ε
. (3.27)
This is essentially same as Equation 3.16, where it is implicitly assumed that the
permittivity is constant in the region of interest and the effect of polarisation is
neglected.
In this work, the computational mesh is split into two regions: the bed containing
the fluid and a surrounding region. The electric potential is individually solved from
Equation 3.16 for both regions, setting the potential zero at the boundaries of the
surrounding region (far enough to not contribute to the electric field in the bed).
Although the implemented boundary condition allows setting different permittivity
for each region, vacuum permittivity is used in both regions, thus neglecting the
effect of polarization.
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3.6.3 Effect of surface charge
Enclosing an interface of two dielectric media with a control surface S as in Figure
3.2 and applying Equation 3.25 results in
− nAB · (εAEA − εBEB) = σ, (3.28)
where electric fields EA and EB at the different sides of the interface are assumed to
be constant and nAB is a unit normal vector perpendicular to the interface, pointing
from A to B. The surface charge density σ accounts for the free charge enclosed by
the control surface and the flux parallel to the interface is neglected. [52]
Figure 3.2 An interface of dielectric media with permittivities εA and εB and surface
charge density σ enclosed by a fictitious surface S.
The boundary conidition for a dielectric interface with surface charge is implemented
by utilising the mixed boundary condition of OpenFOAM, which is a weighted com-
bination of fixed gradient and fixed value boundary conditions. The actual imple-
mentation is based on turbulentTemperatureCoupledMixedFvPatchScalarField,
which is a boundary condition for heat transfer between fluid and solid regions.
All in all, the boundary condition is very similar to a heat conduction boundary
condition between regions of different thermal conductivities.
Consider two cells sharing a common boundary face at the interface of two regions
such as in Figure 3.3. Let the electric potential at the common face be φf . Applying
Equation 3.28 and assuming that the potential changes linearly from the face towards
the cell centers gives
εA
φf − φA
dA
+ εB
φf − φB
dB
= σf , (3.29)
where φA and φB are potentials at the cell centers and dA and dB are the normal
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distances from the boundary face to the cell centers. Solving for φf results in
φf =
εA
dA
φA +
εB
dB
φB + σf
εA
dA
+ εB
dB
. (3.30)
Figure 3.3 Two cells sharing a common face at the interface of two dielectric media (gray
color). The electric potential at the boundary face is solved according to the permittivities
of the cells and the potentials at the cell centers.
In framework of the mixed boundary condition of OpenFOAM, the value at the
boundary face is calculated by a weighted sum of the results that would be given by
fixed gradient and fixed value boundary conditions. For cell A then
φf = aφref + (1− a) (φA + (∇φ · nAB)ref dA) , (3.31)
where a is the weighting factor of the fixed value boundary condition, φref is the
reference for the fixed value and (∇φ · nAB)ref is the gradient pointing outwards
from cell A. By comparing Equations ( 3.30) and ( 3.31), one finds that the desired
values are
a =
εB
dB
εA
dA
+ εB
dB
, (3.32)
φref = φB (3.33)
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and
(∇φ · nAB)ref =
σf
εA
. (3.34)
This boundary condition applies for interfaces of dielectrics with different permit-
tivities, but as mentioned, vacuum permittivity is used for both the internal and
the external region. Hence the polarization of the dielectric wall is not considered
in this study.
3.6.4 Points to develop
As the contact area given by Equation 3.6 is proportional to the normal displace-
ment, the charge is transferred only if the normal displacement of the colliding
objects is subject to change. This neglects the contribution of rolling and sliding of
the surfaces over each other: for a rolling sphere for example, Equation 3.6 would
give no charge transfer.
The rate of area introduced through sliding or rolling could be calculated simply
as the product of the slip velocity and the diameter of the contact area; basing on
Equation 3.6, the rate of change of the total contact area would be
dAij
dt
= 2pir∗
δij
dt
+
√
8δijr∗|vtij|. (3.35)
This factor could be rather easily implemented to the charging model, but is not
yet used in this study. It is not considered to be a crucial factor for predicting the
saturation charge in a fluidized bed as the saturation charge is ultimately limited
by the electric field, which is not directly affected by the rate of charge transfer nor
by the rate of change of the contact area.
The electric permittivity of the medium is used when calculating both the long-
range and short-range electric fields. An effective medium approximation could be
introduced in the simulations to approximaely account for the polarization of the
particles. For example, the Bruggeman equation relates the effective permittivity
εm of the medium to the permittivities of the carrier phase (εc) and dispersed phase
as (εs) as
α =
εs − εm
εs − εc
(
εc
εm
)1/3
, (3.36)
where α is the volume fraction of the carrier phase. [54].
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It is considered that the effective medium approximation could improve the accu-
racy to the results, as it would affect the electric field and hence the charge transfer
predicted by the triboelectric charging model. Equation 3.36 must be solved im-
plicitly, but a simple linear approximation could afford an explicit result accurate
enough [54].
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Clear polyethylene particles (Cospheric, CPMS-0.96) were used in the fluidization
experiments. Basing on a Certificate of Analysis (COA) provided by the manufac-
turer, at least 96 % of the particles belong to a size range of 250− 300µm and more
than 95 % of them are spherical. A histogram describing the size distribution is
given in Figure 5.2.
The main parts of the experimental setup are schematically depicted in Figure 4.1.
The fluidizing device consists of a rectangular soda-lime glass pipe (A) and a plastic
base part (B). The gas flows trough a removable plastic inlet (C) and leaves trough
a conical expansion (D) at the top of the glass pipe. The inner dimensions of the
pipe is 10 mm× 10 mm and the distance from the inlet to the outlet is 74 cm.
The flow inlet is a 6 mm × 6 mm square duct covered by a stainless steel grating
with an opening of 63 µm. Both the glass pipe and the inlet part are removable,
which enables collecting the particles from the bottom of the pipe after fluidization.
The total charge on the particles was measured before and after fluidization using
a Faraday cup connected to an electrometer (Monroe 284).
The flow rate of nitrogen used for fluidization is controlled by a mass flow controller
(Bronkhorst, F201CV) calibrated for nitrogen. A part of the gas is conveyed trough
a humidifier unit (E), while the other part is conducted directly into the base part.
The portion of the gas flowing trough the humidifier is manually controlled with
using a rotameter (F) and a ball valve (G).
The humidifier is based simply on evaporation of water from a free water surface
to the surpassing flow. By keeping the humidifier in a mildly heated heat bath, the
gas flown trough the humidifier is effectively saturated.
The temperature and the relative humidity are measured from the base part using
a relative humidity/temperature transmitter (Omega HX94 SS RH Probe). As the
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Figure 4.1 The fluidizing device and the instruments used. A: glass pipe, B; base part,
C: removable inlet, D: conical expansion, E: humidifier, F: rotameter, G: ball valve, H:
high-speed camera, D: HF laser.
gas flown trough the humidifier is saturated, the relative humidity conveyed to the
bed is close to the ratio of the flow rate trough the rotameter to the total flow rate.
The fine tuning of the humidity is done by adjusting flow resistance of the rotameter.
The pressure difference between the base part and the ambient air is measured by a
differential pressure sensor (Sensirion SDP1108). The hydrostatic pressure difference
due to the different densities of the nitrogen and the ambient air is insignificant
(under 0.5 Pascals). Also the dynamic pressure difference in the base part and
at the pressure outlet is considered to be negligible.: therefore the pressure sensor
effectively measures the pressure drop due to the friction over the pipe and the
fluidized bed.
To qualitatively examine adhering of particles on the wall, the wall layer of par-
ticles was pictured using a high-speed camera (pco dimax HS4) in some selected
conditions. To limit the amount of pictures taken, the camera was set to take five
successive pictures once per second at 0.5 ms intervals. The bed was illuminated at
45◦ angle with using a pulsed diode HF laser (Cavitar Cavilux HF), giving a 2 µs
lasting pulse during each exposure cycle of the camera.
The image resolution of the camera is 2000× 2000 pixels and the imaged area was
adjusted to cover the range of 15..30mm above the bed inlet. PIVlab [55] was used
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to estimate the velocity of the particles in the imaged area in terms of Particle Image
Velocimetry. The interrogation window was set to be 128 × 128 pixels, respecting
to a physical size of about three particle diameters. FFT window deformation (a
Fourier transform correlation with multiple passes and deforming windows [55]) was
used as the cross correlation method.
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5. SIMULATION SETUP
The simulations were conducted utilising an application build onto an original
OpenFOAM-application named DPMFoam (DPM = Discrete Particle Method), which
is capable of coupling the motion of particles and a continuous phase. The appended
application accounts for evaluating triboelectric charging, electric field and the elec-
trostatic forces on the particles. The contribution of the author was to introduce the
tracking of the surface charge of the walls and the respective boundary condition for
dielectric interfaces as described in Section 3.6. Also the correction of the long-range
electric field was modified to be conducted on per-cell basis.
5.1 Geometry and boundary conditions
The inner dimensions of the simulated bed match with the experimental bed and are
given in Figure 5.1. An uniform velocity boundary condition was used at the inlet
and a constant pressure boundary condition at the outlet. The flow inlet velocity
was set according to the mass flow used in the experiments and no-slip condition
was used on the walls. The density and viscosity were set to match with those of
dry nitrogen at 24 ◦C.
The cell size of the computational mesh inside the bed is 1 mm3, having thus di-
mensions of about 3 times larger than the maximum particle diameter. The same
computational mesh is used for computing both the fluid dynamics and the electric
potential. The maximum interaction distance between particles was set to 900 µm,
which is slightly smaller than the average cell dimensions. In principle, all the par-
ticles in the nearest cells contribute to the short-range electric field of each particle.
To consider the effect of the surface charge, a cylindrical computational region is
introduced around the bed. The boundary condition described in Section 3.6 is used
for coupling the electric potential at the interface of the two regions. A fixed value
boundary condition is used for the at the outer boundaries of the environmental
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region. Vacuum permittivity is used as the permittivity of both the interior and the
environmental region, thus ignoring the effects of polarization of the wall and the
particles.
The dimensions of the surrounding region are given in Figure 5.1, which shows the
cross section cross-section taken from a simulated case. The color scale shows the
solution of the electric potential, indicating how the electric potential distributes
smoothly from the interior of the bed to the surrounding region.
5.2 Time step and acceleration factor
The time step of the simulations is automatically adjusted during the simulation
basing on the Courant number of the continuous phase. In addition to limiting the
maximum Courant number to 0.5, the maximum time step is limited to 10−4 seconds.
Furthermore, the evaluation of the contact model is conducted in an appropriate
amount of sub-steps given by Equation 2.38. The acceleration factor used in the
simulations is a = 15 if not otherwise stated.
The total simulation time in each case is limited to 2.0 seconds, as it is long enough
for the total charge of the bed to nearly achieve saturation. When scaled by the
acceleration factor, two seconds of simulated time corresponds to 30 seconds of real
time with respect to the total charge accumulated in the bed.
5.3 Particle properties
Each simulation starts from an equal initial condition with 143500 initially un-
charged particles, resulting in a mass of around 1.5 grams. The initial state was
obtained by arranging the particles in a cubical grid and running a simulation with-
out triboelectric charging for 2 seconds to achieve a full fluidization.
The particle size distribution used in the simulations is determined by the truncated
normal distribution shown in Figure 5.2. The distribution has been fit to the num-
ber frequency distribution of particle size provided by the manufacturer. As seen
from Figure 5.2, the fitted distribution with an expectation value of 277 µm and a
standard deviation of 13.7 µm matches with the discrete distribution fairly well.
The material properties used in the simulations are given in Table 5.1. The real
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Figure 5.1 A cross-section of the bed and the environmental region. The figure shows
a snapshot from a simulation, depicting the long-range electric potential calculated from
Equation 3.16.
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Figure 5.2 The discrete particle size distribution and the truncated normal distribution
used in the simulations. According to the discrete distribution, the normal distribution is
truncated at 240 and 305 µm.
values for the Young moduli given in the table the range of values found in literature.
The equivalent Young’s modulus and the equivalent shear modulus are calculated
according to the definitions given in Equation 2.36. The resulting equivalent moduli
for both particle-wall and particle-particle contacts are given in Table 5.2. The
friction coefficient was set to 0.3 for both particle-particle and particle-wall contacts.
Table 5.1 The material properties used in the simulations and the range of real values.
Property Polyethylene GlassSimulation Real Simulation Real
Y (MPa) 0.5 500..1200 0.5 50 000..90 000
ν 0.46 0.46 0.22 0.22
Table 5.2 The resulting Young moduli and the shear moduli for both contact types with
the respective charge transfer corrections.
Property Particle-particle Particle-wallSimulation Real Simulation Real
Y ∗ (MPa) 0.31 320 .. 760 0.31 630 .. 1500
G∗ (MPa) 0.16 160 .. 380 0.16 310 .. 750
acorr 0.044 .. 0.063 0.033..0.046
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The lowest ’real’ values of Y ∗ in Table 5.2 were used to calculate the charge transfer
correction for the simulations, resulting in acorr = 0.063 for particle-particle contacts
and acorr = 0.046 for particle-wall contacts. Charge transfer in both types of contact
is further accelerated by an artificial acceleration factor a = 15, so that the charge
transfer rate in the simulations are expected to be at least 15 times faster than in a
real case with a given work function difference.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To determine the magnitude of the charging in different conditions, several experi-
ments were carried out in different humidities. Guided by preliminary simulations,
simulations were run to produce saturation charges corresponding to the experimen-
tal results. Before studying the experimental and simulated results more closely, a
general view of the similarities and differences between the simulated and experi-
mental results are discussed.
6.1 General overview
In the case of uncharged particles, the qualitative behaviour of the simulated and
experimental beds are fairly similar as illustrated in Figure 6.1. However, it is
noticed that the height of the experimental bed is consistently lower than in the
simulations with respective fluidization velocities. This difference can be explained
by at least four reasons:
1. The correlation used for drag factor affects the bed height. For example the
Di Felice correlation would produce lower bed heights than the Wen-Yu drag
factor, as the drag factor corresponding to the fluidization velocities sued uin
the experiments would be smaller.
2. The dimensions of the glass pipe are not accurate. An increase of 1 mm in
either of the cross-sectional dimensions causes an 10% increase on the cross-
sectional area and respective drop in the superficial velocity.
3. The pressure sensor operates on a dynamic principle, so a small flow is allowed
trough the sensor. At the pressure range used in the experiments (∼ 150 Pa),
the relative drop of the superficial velocity is maximally about 2 %.
4. It is possible that there is minor gas leaks from the system after the flow
controller but before the bed.
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Figure 6.1 Snapshots of the experimental (left) and the simulated bed (right) with different
superficial velocities. Panel (A): U/Ut = 0.34, Panel (B): U/Ut = 0.51, Panel (C): U/Ut =
0.68, Panel (D): U/Ut = 0.85.
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All of the reasons above tend to render the experimental bed lower than the simu-
lated bed. This affects triboelectric charging by decreasing the area available for
particle-wall contacts and by altering the electric field: the lower the bed, the
stronger electric field is incurred on the walls given a certain total charge. Thus
it is expected that the simulations predict smaller saturation charges than if the bed
height would more accurately match the height of the experimental bed.
However, the observed differences are not so substantial that they would prevent
comparing the simulated and experimental results with respect to triboelectric
charging. The pertinent question is how well the effects of triboelectric charging
are captured by the model.
6.2 Charge of the particles
Several experiments were carried out in different relative humidities ranging from
dry 0 % to 60 %. Besides final charge, pressure drop during the fluidization
was measured. The duration of the experiments was set to 30 minutes, which was
considered sufficient for the charge in the bed to saturate in most conditions.
Before pouring the particles into the bed, the humidity and the mass flow rate were
allowed to settle to the desired values. The relative humidity was kept in the range
of ±1 % of the desired value in each experiment. The mass flow rate was set to
3 ln/min, corresponding to a superficial velocity of U = 0.51Ut. The mass of the
particles was measured before each experiment and after measuring the final charge,
being 1.5± 0.03 grams.
A fresh set of particles was deployed for each persistent measurement session, but
the same set was used in successive experiments. The charge on the particles was
erased between the experiments by briefly fluidizing them in a high relative humidity
(> 60 %), so that the charge before the next experiment was between ±3 nC/g.
The charge-to-mass ratios measured after fluidization are depicted in Figure 6.2. It
is notable that the total charge in dry conditions is strictly positive, but the polarity
changes at about 30 % relative humidity, being lowest at about 50 % RH. A similar
result was obtained also with using higher fluidization velocities, and it strongly
suggests that there is more than one charge transfer mechanisms present.
The significant variance of the charge-to-mass ratio in each humidity might be due
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Figure 6.2 Charge per mass measured in different conditions with using U = 0.51Ut.
Error bars: 95 % confidence intervals.
that although the total charge is initially nearly zero, there may be a considerable
charge distribution among the particles, not to mention the charge distribution on
the particle surfaces. In this sense, the history of the particles may have influence
on the results.
It was also observed that the behaviour of the bed was very sensible to the relative
humidity especially around 30 % RH; for example an 1% increase of relative humidity
resulted in a visible change of the pressure loss and the height up to which particles
were agglomerated on the wall.
However, there is notable variance even in condition where the dependency of the
final charge on humidity is not so prominent (at 0..20% and 40..60% RH). Also, the
variance is not notably lower if only the results obtained with using unused particles
is considered. This makes to conclude that the inaccuracy in controlling the relative
humidity and the reuse of the particles are not alone responsive for the variation in
the results.
One candidate for explaining the variance of the charge-to-mass ratio is the condition
of the glass surface: if the charge transfer is due to the ions originating from the glass
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Table 6.1 The the effective work function differences used in the preliminary simulations
with corresponding values of e/g and equilibrium charges. The resulting charge-to-mass
ratio from the simulations are given in the last column.
e/g
∆ϕ
zce
(kV/m) qeq (pC) |Q∞|/m (nC/g)
0 0 0 0
2 ± 627 ± 1.34 8.2
4 ± 886 ± 1.89 13.1
8 ± 1250 ± 2.68 20.3
surface, the results may depend on the ability of the source of the charge carriers
to replenish between the measurements. The effects of possible depletion of charge
could be reduced by running humid gas trough the empty bed for a longer time
between the experiments.
In order to reasonably compare simulated and experimental results, simulations
need to produce saturation charges corresponding to experimentally results. To
examine the dependency of the total charge on the effective work function difference,
preliminary simulations were run using effective work function differences given in
Table 6.1. The effective work function differences were selected according to the
values of e/g given in Table 6.1, which were chosen large enough to presumably
have a visible effect on the fluidization behaviour.
Corresponding to each non-zero value of e/g in Table 6.1, two simulations were run:
one with a positive work function difference and one with a negative work function
difference. As expected, opposite work function differences produce a similar charge-
to-mass ratio but an opposite charge polarity, as seen in Figure 6.3.
It was found that Equation 3.12 corresponds the time evolution of the total charge
fairly well, as indicated by the fitted curves in Figure 6.3. For comparability with
the measurements, the total charge was scaled by the mass of the particles.
Equation 3.12 was fit simultaneously to each pair of simulation results corresponding
to each value of e/g given in Table 6.1. This gives the absolute values of the
saturated charge-to-mass ratios corresponding to each value of e/g.
The saturation charges obtained from the preliminary simulations cover very well the
range of the experimental results, as seen when comparing simulated charge-to-mass
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Figure 6.3 Charge-to-mass ratio as a function of time. The simulation time t is scaled
by the acceleration factor a. The sign of the effective work function difference used in each
simulation is indicated by ’+’ or ’-’ in the legend. The dashed lines represent Equation
3.12 fitted to the simulated result using the least-squares method.
ratios given in Table 6.1 and the experimental results shown in Figure 6.2. It was
also found that the saturation charge is almost directly proportional to the effective
work function difference. By linearly interpolating the charge-to-mass ratios given
in Table 6.1 to the experimental charge-to-mass ratios, one obtains an estimate for
the effective work function difference producing the desired charge-to-mass ratio.
Such interpolated values for the effective work function differences corresponding to
the experimental charge-to-mass ratios are shown in 6.2.
By running simulations with using effective work function differences given in Ta-
ble 6.2, charge-to-mass ratios very close to the experimental ones are obtained, as
shown in Figure 6.4. The results of these simulations should match with the experi-
mental results in different conditions as close as possible in limits of accuracy of the
simulations and the validity of the underlying mathematical models.
The correspondence of the experimental and simulated charge-to-mass ratios does
not tell much about the validity of the charge transfer model. Actually, any model
which would product a reasonable saturation charge would succeed, as the model
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Table 6.2 The mean values of the charge-to-mass ratios in different humidities and the
corresponding effective work function differences.
RH (%) Q/m (nC/g)
∆ϕ
zce
(kV/m)
0 22.8 736
10 20.6 706
20 17.0 653
30 1.58 217
40 -4.53 -368
50 -6.78 -450
60 -3.26 -312
Figure 6.4 The mean values of the measured charge-to-mass ratios in different humidity
conditions with the corresponding simulation results.
parameters (here the effective work function difference) can always be adjusted to
produce a desired total charge. For validity purposes, the model should be tested in
such conditions that the effective work function difference is not expected to vary
(eg. in a certain humidity and temperature), but the total charge is changed by
altering the other conditions in the bed.
To briefly study the dependency of the total charge on the fluidization velocity,
additional simulations were run in with using U/Ut = 0.68 and U/Ut = 0.85, us-
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Figure 6.5 The measured final charge and the simulated saturation charge in different
fluidization velocities. Error bars: 95 % confidence intervals of the measured charge.
ing the effective work function difference corresponding to 0 % RH. The resulting
charge-to-mass ratios are plotted in Figure 6.5 along with corresponding experi-
mental charge-to-mass ratios. It is found that the results match very well in lower
velocities. At the highest fluidization velocity the simulated result diverges from the
experimental results, which is at least partially accounted to the differences in bed
height discussed before.
The correspondence of the measured and simulated results seen in Figure 6.5 is
somewhat promising. Still this can be just a coincidence: the effective work function
differences used in the simulations would probably yield different saturation charges
if the behaviour of the experimental bed was better captured by the simulation
model.
6.2.1 Particle agglomeration
It is suspected that particles agglomerated on walls may significantly affect the sat-
uration charge, as an adhered layer of particles effectively prevents further particle-
wall contacts. As illustrated in Figures 6.7 and 6.10, a thick, stationary layer of
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Figure 6.6 Particles adhered on the wall after fluidization in 0 % RH.
particles accumulates on the wall in the experiments. In conditions where tribo-
electric charging is strong enough, one can follow with the bare eye how the layer
of particles gradually builds up on the wall. Typically, multiple layers of particles
agglomerate on each other as seen in Figure 6.6.
Adhering of particles is also observed in the simulations as seen in Figure 6.8, but the
results distinctly differ from the experiments: In the simulations, particles adhere to
much greater heights than in the experiments. Moreover, only one layer of particles
is adhered instead of agglomeration multiple layers. As the mass adhered to the
walls in simulations is relatively small, the resulting change in dynamics of the bed
are minor when compared to the experiments.
In the simulations the adhering affects for example the vertical velocity profile of
the particles as shown in Figure 6.9: the average vertical velocity of the particles
next to the wall is virtually zero in a simulation corresponding to 0 % RH. In the
case of 30 % RH the effective work function is small and the velocity profile shows
only a minor deviation from an uncharged case.
To quantitatively depict the build-up of the stationary wall layer, root-mean-square
speed of the particles on the wall was considered in terms of PIV. Although PIV
does not account for the movement of individual particles but rather the average
motion at certain parts of the imaged area, it is used for comparing the velocity of
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Figure 6.7 Snapshots of the experimental bed (from left to right) at 0, 3 and 15 minutes
from the beginning of the fluidization and and after the fluidization (right) in 0 % RH.
Panel (A): U/Ut = 0.51, Panel (B): U/Ut = 0.68, Panel (C): U/Ut = 0.85.
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Figure 6.8 Snapshots of the simulated bed (from left to right) at 0, 15 and 30 seconds of
deaccelerated simulation time and after the fluidization in a simulation corresponding to 0
% RH. The particles are colored according to their charge to emphasize the particles adhered
to the wall. Panel (A): U/Ut = 0.51, Panel (B): U/Ut = 0.68, Panel (C): U/Ut = 0.85.
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Figure 6.9 Vertical velocity profile of the particles at pseudo steady state (1.5..2.0 s) in
simulations corresponding to 0, 30 and 40 % RH. The dashed curve is the velocity profile
of an uncharged case. w is the half-width of the bed.
the wall layer between the simulations and the experiments.
As seen in Figure 6.11, the rms speed of the particles eventually approaches zero in
all conditions considered expect in 30 % RH. This is due to a stationary layer of
particles gradually growing up and covering the image area. In in 0 % and 20 %
RH, it took a couple of minutes until the whole image area (up to a height of 30 mm
from the bed inlet) was covered. In 30 % RH, a particle layer did not build up even
after 15 minutes fluidization and the experiment was stopped.
In simulations, the root-mean-square speed of the particles in cases corresponding
to experiments is like shown Figure 6.12. It is seen that in simulations corresponding
to 0 % and 20 % RH, the speed reduces to near zero almost immediately, while in case
of 30 % and 40 % RH the speed fluctuates around the initial value. The magnitude
of the rms-speed is generally slightly lower than in the experimental bed.
As mentioned before, the particles form only one highly charged layer on the wall.
The motion of the layer is not ceased completely, but the particles fluctuate around
during the fluidization: this is also indicated by the residual rms-speed seen in Figure
6.12. Unlike in the experiments, the particle layer is not gradually building from the
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Figure 6.10 Snapshots of the development of the wall layer at RH = 0.
Figure 6.11 The root mean square velocity of the particles on wall in experiments. For
a cleaner picture, a moving average with a window size of t = 10 s is plotted instead of the
actual velocity.
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Figure 6.12 The root mean square velocity of the particles on the wall in simulations.
For cleaness, a moving average with a window size of at = 1.5 s is plotted instead of the
actual velocity.
bottom up. Instead, favourably charged particles are attracted and subsequently
captured to the wall over the whole height of the bed. This explains the adhering
of particles to greater heights in simulations than in experiments.
The fact that the motion of the particles on the wall does not completely cease in
the simulations is due to the strong charges of the particles. The electrostatic forces
between particles on the wall are repulsive and parallel to the wall. In the simulation
corresponding to 0 % RH, for example, the charge of the particles on the wall is
about 2 pC. For two averagely sized particles in contact, this results in a repulsive
force about four times stronger than the gravitational force: it is clear that in lack
of cohesive forces, the particles are unable to rest close to each other.
In addition to cohesive forces, the tendency of the particles to adhere on each other
could be explained by a suitable arrangement of positively and negatively charged
particles. Particles of both polarities are indeed present bed as seen in (Figure 6.13).
A bimodal particle charge distribution is developed in the bed if the effective work
function difference is strong enough. This is the case for example in the simulation
corresponding to 0 % RH as shown Figure 6.15. Generally, the particles on the wall
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Figure 6.13 A snapshot from the central part of the bed showing the charge of the particles
in a simulation corresponding to 0 % RH.
acquire strong charge as illustrated in Figures 6.13 and 6.14, while the charge of
the other particles is near zero. In cases with a relatively low effective work function
difference the charge distribution is unimodal, like in the case corresponding to 40
% RH.
It is possible that computational artefacts prevent particles from adhering to each
other in the simulations, which would explain the discrepancy between simulated
and experimental results. This point is further discussed is Appendix A.
However, it seems that if the acceleration factor is decreased, the gap between the
peaks of the charge distribution decreases: it is possible that artificially increased
charge transfer rate is responsible for the bimodal charge distribution observed in
the simulations. The effect of the acceleration factor on the charge distribution is
further discussed in Appendix B.
6.3 Pressure loss
Due to agglomeration of particles on the walls, the fluidized mass decreases and so
does the pressure drop. In dry conditions, the charge transfer rate is rapid and the
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Figure 6.14 Horizontal profile of the time-averaged particle charge at 1.5..2.0 s in simu-
lations corresponding to 0 %, 30 % and 40 % RH. w is the half-width of the bed.
Figure 6.15 Probability density function of the particle charge at the pseudo steady state
(t = 1.0..1.5s) in simulated cases corresponding to 0 % and 40 % RH .
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Figure 6.16 Pressure loss at RH = 0% scaled by the weight of the particles (mg) and
the cross-sectional area of the bed (A).
effects on the pressure drop are clear. A representative result in Figure 6.16 shows
how the pressure drop over the bed decreases over time. Subsequently, the volume
fraction of the particles in the core region decreases and the slugging behaviour of
the bed vanishes.
A correlation between the final total charge and the decrease of the pressure drop is
illustrated in Figure 6.17. Pressure drop over the fluidizing device without particles
is subtracted from the measured pressure difference to approximately obtain the
pressure loss due to the particles only.
The fitted curve in Figure 6.17 is of form
∆pi −∆pf
∆pi
= 1− exp
(
− k
m
(|Q| − |Q|0)
)
, (6.1)
which is reasoned by the fact that the decrease of the pressure loss cannot exceed the
initial pressure. |Q|0 is the expected magnitude of charge where the agglomeration to
the walls begins to take effect (at this charge, electrostatic forces are strong enough
to induce adhering).
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Figure 6.17 The relation of the measured charge-to-mass ratio to the decrease in the
pressure drop. The blue The initial and final pressure losses ∆pi and ∆pf are calculated
as the mean value of the first and last 10 seconds of fluidization, respectively.
In most measurements in 50..60 % RH or in 30 % RH , the pressure drop did
not decrease virtually at all during fluidization. Occasionally, the pressure drop
began to decrease only after a fluidization of several minutes, indicating that not
enough charge was accumulated until that point. A couple of times the mass of the
particles was significantly greater after the fluidization than before, indicating that
the particles were wetted. In these cases, the charge accumulated was virtually zero.
The pressure drop in the simulations is not as prominent as in the experiments as
depicted by Figure 6.18. This is accounted to the fact that in simulations the mass
adhered to the walls is relatively small, resulting in a minor decrease in fluidized
mass when compared to the experiments.
All in all, the most notable side-effect of triboelectric charging, namely the adhering
to the walls is qualitatively captured by simulations. Unfortunately, the simulations
do not explain agglomeration of multiple layers of particles to the walls. This renders
it difficult to compare any aspect between the simulations and the experiments
despite the total charge.
This does not necessarily mean that the charging model is invalid, but the effective
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Figure 6.18 The relation of the final charge-to-mass ratio to the decrease in the pressure
drop in simulations. The initial and final pressure losses ∆pi and ∆pf are calculated as
the mean value of the first and last 0.2 seconds of the simulation, respectively.
work function differences deduced in this work would most probably produce dif-
ferent saturation charges if the behaviour of the simulated bed would more closely
represent the behaviour of the experimental bed.
6.4 Nature of the transferred charge
As discussed in Chapter 3, the factors affecting to the net charge transfer between
two surfaces are numerous. Here a rough explanation is proposed for explaining the
experimentally observed charge-to-mass ratios.
As seen in Figure 6.2, the charge-to-mass ratio is positive in dry conditions (0..20 %
RH). In terms of electron transfer, this could be addressed to electrons donored from
polyethylene to the surface of the glass. However, it is proposed that the positive
charge on the particles could be due to the same actor which generally makes surfaces
of glass negatively charged in aqueous solutions [56, 57], namely the silanol groups
on the glass surface.
It is supposed that weakly bonded protons of the silanol groups accommodate them-
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selves on the polyethylene surfaces, probably forming covalent bonds with the an-
ionic heads of scissioned polymer chains of polyethylene. The observed change of
polarity around 30 % RH in turn is accounted to negatively charged hydroxide,
which preferably adheres on the hydrophobic polyethylene surfaces. In even higher
humidities, the charge is eventually dissipated due to ioinic conductivity, driving the
charge-to-mass ratio towards zero.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
A simple triboelectric charging model based on effective work function difference
between fluidized particles and the bed walls was applied to simulate the behaviour
of an experimental fluidized bed. It was found that the simulations capture partially
the most discernible side-effect of static electricity in the bed, as a layer of highly
charged particles accumulate on the wall.
It was also provided that it is straightforward to adjust the effective work function
difference to force the final charge of the experiments and simulations to match.
Unfortunately, the effects of triboelectric charging are not completely captured in
the simulations.
The most notable difference between simulated and experimental results is that in
favourable conditions, multiple layers of particles agglomerate to the walls of the
experimental bed. In simulations in turn, only a monolayer of strongly charged
particles is adhered. This inconsistency renders it problematic to compare the sim-
ulated bed to the experimental one and should be addressed for further improving
the model.
Basing only on the results of this work, it is hard to state if the total charge accu-
mulated on the particles is ultimately limited by the electric field or the depletion
of charge carriers. It is apparent that verifying the triboelectric charging model re-
quires studying more closely experimental cases where the environmental conditions
such as humidity and temperature are kept constant.
The validity of the mtriboelectric charging odel would be strongly supported if a cer-
tain effective work function difference would correctly predict triboelectric charging
in several different cases, in which for example the geometry of the bed and the mass
of the particles are varied. As fluidization alone brings a fair amount of uncertainty
and inaccuracy to the results, experiments should preferably be conducted in more
simple experimental setups such as a vibrated bed.
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Introducing an external electric field to the interface of particles and the wall would
enlighten the role of electric field in the charge transfer. According to Equation 3.8,
the charge accumulated on a particle should be linearly dependent of the electric
field at the contact point. An external electric field could also help to reveal if
the saturation charge is limited by other factors than just the electric field in the
contact point. Also, impact charging experiments similar to the ones conducted by
Matsusyama and Yamamoto [30] could be useful to judge the validity of the charging
model in a single particle-wall contact.
It is reasonable to state that the model is not necessarily mature enough to be
verified through fluidization experiments. The model should be more thoroughly
tested against less complicated experimental cases: only when the fundamentals are
valid, the model can be reasonably applied to larger systems.
A step down in complexity would be to apply the present model in a vibrated
bed. This kind of experiment has already been conducted in cooperation with
Kolehmainen et al. in an unpublished study [58]. The goal is that the effective
work function differences obtained from a simple experiment would correctly predict
triboelectric charging in a fluidized bed or in any other device involving gas-particle
flow.
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APPENDIX A. THE ELECTRIC FIELD ON THE
WALLS
A motion picture similar to Figure 6.13 would reveal streams of negative particles
travelling up and down along the strongly charged wall layer. However, it seems
that these particles are not able to adhere to the positively charged wall particles.
Figure 1 shows a possible reason for this: the long-range electric field strongly repels
the negative particles from the wall. The magnitude of the repulsive electric field is
≈ 800 kV/m, while the magnitude of the attractive field due to the positive particles
on the wall is ≈ 600 kV/m.
The notable step change in the long-range field seen in Figure 1 is due to the fact that
the long-range field is applied cell-by-cell to each particle, without any interpolating.
This is in line with Kolehmainen et al., who argued that interpolating the electric
field would distort the electric force experienced by each particle. In the case of
insulating walls however, the surface charge on the wall causes a strong electric
field, which then spreads over the cells next to the wall. This computational artefact
seems to prevent the negatively charged particles entering the outermost cells of the
bed at all.
Introducing an appropriate interpolation method, the long-range electric field on
particles would shift smoothly from a strong field on the wall to a weaker field in the
bed. Another option would be to introduce a thin boundary layer along the wall.
Currently, no boundary layer is introduced in order to keep the cell size greater than
the particle size also on the walls.
It is suspected that a robust interpolation method would yield weaker long-range
field outside the first particle layer on the wall, allowing the negatively charged parti-
cles from the inner bed to attach on the positively charged wall layer. Unfortunately,
the built-in interpolation methods of OpenFOAM seem to produce inconsistent re-
sults when interpolating the electric field to the particles.
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Figure 1 The electric field strength in x-direction corresponding to Figure 6.13. Left
hand side: Long-range field, right-hand side: short-range field. Same scale is used for both
pictures.
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APPENDIX B. THE EFFECT OF THE
ACCELERATION FACTOR
Correspondingly to the results of Kolehmainen et al. [19], increasing the acceleration
factor does not affect significantly the total charge accumulated in the bed. However,
the acceleration alters the particle charge distribution. The charge-to-mass ratios
in the case of ∆ϕ/(zce) = 886 kV/m obtained by using two different acceleration
factors are given in Figure 2.
The charge distributions corresponding the cases shown in Figure 2 are shown in
Figure 3. The charge distribution is clearly bimodal; corresponding to Figure 6.15,
most of the particles are only slightly charged, appearing as a sharp peak near zero
charge. The lower peak with a higher absolute charge accounts for the strongly
charged particles on the wall. Increasing the acceleration factor shifts the peaks so
that the wall particles hold even greater portion of the total charge.
This phenomenon can be explained through the screening effect of the layer of
particles on the wall. As the acceleration factor increases, the particles in contact
with wall rapidly achieve a sufficient amount of charge to be attracted to the wall.
The faster the formation of the wall layer is, the less charge is spread to the bed
interior. This is also illustrated in Figure 4, where the average charge in the wall
layer and in the interior are plotted separately for both the cases.
Basing on Figure 4, the charge in the wall layer rises initially much faster in the
more accelerated case, but after at ≈ 10 s the difference between the two cases stays
relatively constant. All in all, the acceleration factor has a positive correlation with
the portion of the charge held by the particles on the wall. However, the saturation
charges obtained in simulations are not greatly affected when used a reasonable
acceleration factor.
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Figure 2 The time evolution of the charge-to-mass ratio in with using ∆ϕ/(zce) =
886 kV/m and acceleration factors a = 5 and a = 15.
Figure 3 The probability density function for any particle having a charge q during the
pseudo-steady state at = 20..30 s with using ∆ϕ/(zce) = 886 kV/m and acceleration factors
a = 5 and a = 15.
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Figure 4 The time evolution of the charge-to-mass ratio in the wall layer and the core of
the bed in with using ∆ϕ/(zce) = 886 kV/m and acceleration factors a = 5 and a = 15.
